Endocardial mapping during sinus rhythm in patients with coronary artery disease and nonsustained ventricular tachycardia.
Programmed stimulation in patients with nonsustained ventricular tachycardia (VT) and coronary artery disease (CAD) induces sustained VT in 30 to 50% of patients. The presence of inducible, sustained VT identifies patients at high risk for sudden death. This study sought to determine whether patients with nonsustained VT who have inducible, sustained VT would have differences of left ventricular endocardial activation and conduction compared with those of patients without inducible, sustained VT. Thirty-six patients with CAD referred for evaluation of nonsustained VT underwent programmed ventricular stimulation and catheter mapping of left ventricular endocardial activation. Using previously validated methods, electrograms were classified as normal, abnormal or fractionated based on measurement of local electrogram duration and amplitude. Programmed stimulation induced sustained, uniform VT in 16 of 36 patients (44%). Patients with inducible, sustained, uniform VT had significantly more sites with abnormal (48%) and fractionated (5.5%) electrograms than did those without inducible VT (35% abnormal and 0.4% fractionated; p = 0.05 and 0.01, respectively). Patients with inducible VT had a mean of 15% of mapped sites displaying late electrograms versus only 3% in those without inducible VT (p < 0.01). The duration of the longest local electrogram in patients with inducible, sustained, uniform VT was 128 ms compared with 100 ms in those without inducible VT (p < 0.001). Thus, patients with CAD presenting with nonsustained VT who have inducible, sustained, uniform VT have significantly greater degrees of local conduction slowing and delayed activation than do those without inducible, sustained, uniform VT. These observations support reentry as the mechanism of the induced arrhythmias in these patients.